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Background
• Many medical conditions – multiple 

treatment options
• Meta-analysis – aggregating results from 

multiple studies provide more robust 
evidence on the safety and effectiveness 
of various treatments



Evidence synthesis of RCTs

• Aim:
– Estimate pooled (relative) treatment effects in 

terms of efficacy and safety
– Explain / understand heterogeneity in 

(relative) treatment effects



Meta-analysis
• Pairwise meta-analysis – only considered 

two treatments at a time
• Network meta-analysis (indirect and mixed 

or multiple treatment comparisons)
– Simultaneously comparison of multiple 

treatment options across studies that 
compare two or more treatments



Topics
• Background – MA and NMA
• Why need to combine? Rationale and 

caveats
• Before incorporating – consideration and 

assessment
• Approaches or Methods to combine RCTs 

and NRSs



Limitation of using only RCTs 
for evidence synthesis

• Homogeneous within-trial population, which may 
be different from real world (issue of external 
validity)

• Follow up may be short
• Possible absence of link in RCT network
• The clinical evidence base for medical 

intervention is not limited to large RCTs, but 
frequently includes single arm and observational 
design as well



When are other sources of 
evidence needed?

• For some interventions only non-
randomized studies (NRSs) are available

• RCTs tend to be powered for efficacy and 
in turn are often underpowered for safety
– NRSs can often be larger and longer and 

hence better inform safety



When are other sources of 
evidence needed?

• NRSs may shed light on efficacy and 
safety within sub-populations
– RCTs dominated by Caucasian participants 

may not speak to Asian or Black populations
• In time-to analyses, single arm phase IV 

trials may help supplement time-to 
information for both efficacy and safety 



Network Meta-analysis
• Comparing more than two interventions, 

some of which may not have been 
compared directly head-to-head in the 
same study

• Key assumption underlying NMA –
exchangeability (similarity or transitivity) of 
the studies
– All studies measure the same underlying 

relative treatment effects and any observed 
differences are due to chance







Assess Exchangeability
• Collect information about the studies and 

carefully consider whether they appear 
similar enough to be compared based on 
inspection of this information (!Subjective)



Assess Exchangeability
• Compare the event rate in the common 

treatment arm(s)
• Similar event rates may provide some 

reassurance that the populations are 
comparable

• Event rates differ – exchangeability 
assumption may still hold if population do 
not differ in characteristics that are 
modifiers of the treatment effect



Exchangeability
• Lack of exchangeability (inconsistency) 

can produce discrepancy in the treatment 
effect estimated from direct and indirect 
evidence

• Various statistical methods to evaluate 
inconsistency when closed loops are 
available



Rationale and caveats for 
including non-randomized 

studies in NMA



Limitation of RCTs
• Sufficiently large sample, well-designed 

RCTs
– High internal validity by balancing all 

measured and unmeasured prognostic factors 
across intervention groups through random 
allocation

• Limitation – short follow-up time, small 
sample size, highly selected population, 
high cost, and ethical consideration to 
study certain treatments or populations



Complement to RCTs
• Well-designed, high quality non-

randomized studies can complement 
RCTs or address some of their limitation
– Longer follow-up time
– Larger sample size
– More generalizable population who receive 

various treatment in real-world settings



Quality of evidence
• Non-randomized studies are vulnerable to 

several biases, including confounding 
which occurs when treatment groups differ 
in their underlying risk for the outcomes 
leading to biased effect estimates







Ensure risk of (confounding) bias is minimal in 
observational study otherwise indirect 
comparison biased
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Consideration of inclusion of 
non-randomized studies

• Validity of studies
– GRADE approach
– STROBE guidelines

• Address the same research questions or 
estimate the same treatment effects as the 
RCTs



Analytic
• In RCTs, intention-to-treat approach –

estimate the effect of treatment initiation
• In both RCTs and non-randomized studies

– As-treated analysis – compares the treatment that the 
patients actually receive

– Per-protocol analysis – include only patient who adhere 
to the trial protocol

• Depend on analytic methods used, non-
randomized studies may produce treatment 
effects that are valid but different from that 
estimated in RCTs



Consideration of inclusion of 
non-randomized studies (II)

• NRS without IPD – caution is warranted as 
the aggregated reported effect estimates 
may originate from suboptimal analyses

• Check quality of evidence - ROBINS-I tool 
to evaluate the risk of bias estimates 



Assessing the agreement 
within and across 
RCTs and NRSs



Assessing the agreement
• RCTs – information from direct and 

indirect sources of evidence for each 
treatment comparison should agree

• Presence of inconsistency – can be 
explored in subgroup analysis or network 
meta-regression

• Presence of large unexplained 
inconsistency – NMA of RCTs may be 
inappropriate



Assessing the agreement
• If no substantial inconsistency – evaluate 

the agreement between RCTs and NRSs
• Disagreement might be 

– confounding in the NRSs
– Differences in the treatment effect modifiers 

across treatment groups of NRSs
– Systematic differences in the definition of 

treatment between experimental and real-
world settings (dosage, MOA, adherence, etc)

– Different in patient characteristics



Assessing the agreement
• Pairwise comparison of XY
1.direct randomized evidence, from XY 

randomized trials;
2.indirect randomized evidence for XY, from 

the network, after excluding all direct XY 
studies;

3.direct non-randomized evidence, from 
NRSs that include X and Y treatment arms.

4.indirect, non-randomized evidence



Assessing the agreement
• Another way – to compare the estimated 

heterogeneity parameters between the two 
different datasets

• If NRSs very different from RCTs, inclusion 
into the network shall lead to an important 
increase in the heterogeneity parameter



Assessing the agreement
• If source of disagreement identified –

– Perform analyses that improve comparability 
across the different sources of evidences

• Network meta-regression framework for 
including study level covariates

• Network meta-analysis models to account for 
variability in treatment definition

• Multiple outcome NMA if different in outcome 
measured or reported

Del Giovane C, Vacchi L, Mavridis D, Filippini G, Salanti G. Network meta-analysis models to account for variability in treatment definitions: application to dose 
effects. Statistics in Medicine 2013; 32:25–39.

• Efthimiou O, Mavridis D, Cipriani A, Leucht S, Bagos P, Salanti G. An approach for modelling multiple correlated outcomes in a network of interventions 
using odds ratios. Statistics in Medicine 2014; 33:2275–2287.

• Efthimiou O, Mavridis D, Riley RD, Cipriani A, Salanti G. Joint synthesis of multiple correlated outcomes in networks of interventions. Biostatistics 2015; 
16:84–97.

• Debray TP, Schuit E, Efthimiou O, Reitsma JB, Ioannidis JP, Salanti G, Moons KG. Workpackage on behalf of G: an overview of methods for network meta-
analysis using individual participant data: when do benefits arise? Statistical Methods in Medical Research 2016. 962280216660741.



Assessing the agreement
• Even in the case agreement between RCTs 

and NRSs – always perform content expert 
before joint synthesis

• Examine – whether or not sufficient similar in 
term of 
– Population
– Intervention
– Comparator and outcomes specified in the 

research question
• NRSs – incompatible with specific aims of the 

research questions – exclude irrespective of 
agreement
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Incorporating both RCTs and 
NRSs in NMA
- Advantages

- Disadvantages



Advantages
• Non-randomized studies can complement 

RCTs or address some of their limitations, 
such as short follow-up time, small sample 
size, highly selected population, high cost, 
and ethical restrictions.

• Incorporating both types of data allows 
assessments of multiple treatments 
simultaneously, including treatments that 
may not have been studied in RCTs



Advantages
• Incorporating both types of data allows 

larger sample size and more diverse 
populations, thereby improving the 
generalizability of the findings

• Incorporating non-randomized studies 
might improve network density and 
connect disconnected networks



Disadvantages
• Including low-quality, non-randomized 

comparative cohort studies could perpetuate 
the biases that are unknown, unmeasured, 
or uncontrolled

• There is a greater risk of violating the 
exchangeability assumption of network 
meta-analysis, especially if broad 
populations are considered



Disadvantages
• The analysis may be more complex, time-

and resource-intensive, and less 
understood than network meta-analysis 
that only includes RCTs



Different types of studies



Wrong: naïve indirect 
comparison 



Indirect comparison



Need a network



Indirect comparison



Mixed Treatment Comparisons
• Network of direct and 

indirect evidence 

contributing to contrast 

estimates

• AB studies provide 

direct evidence for dAB

• Other studies provide 

indirect evidence for 

this contrast



Mixed Treatment Comparisons



Approach for combining RCTs 
and non-randomized studies

• Naïve pooling approach
• Prior Information approach
• Bayesian hierarchical model approach



Three approaches
• Three ways have been suggested :
1.NRS can be incorporated in the evidence 

synthesis as “outcome” data
– i.e., do not distinguish from the RCT data
– Referred to as the naïve pooling approach



Three approaches
2. NRS can be incorporated into the 
evidence synthesis to “inform” the RCT 
based estimates

– i.e., use observational studies to construct 
informative priors

3. Both sources of evidence (RCT and NRS) 
can be combined in a Bayesian Hierarchical 
Model



Methods for combining RCTs 
and non-randomized studies

• Design-adjusted evidence synthesis
• Using NRSs as prior information
• Three-level hierarchical model



List of approaches
• Naïve Approach – not recommend

• Design-adjusted Approach (A)

• Prior information (B)

– First (Predictive distribution), Second (Power 

prior ), Third (Mixture prior)

• Three-level Hierarchical (C)

– C1, C2, C3



1. Naïve Approach
• Pooling of all RCTs and NRS study level 

data, using either frequentist or 
Bayesian NMA methods –

• Advantage – resulting evidence network 
contains closed loops, which allows the 
estimation of consistency between direct 
and indirect evidence



1. Naïve Approach
• Simplest approach
• Does not differentiate between two study 

designs
• It is not possible to down weigh designs of 

lesser quality or to adjust for potential bias
• Assumes minimal to no confounding bias 

through imbalanced prognostics factors
• Not recommend this approach



When to use Naïve approach
• Not recommend to use as main method
• Useful as starting point
• Can provide insight about the effect of 

including NRSs in the analysis
• Useful to assess compatibility of RCTs 

and NRSs via monitoring changes in 
network heterogeneity and inconsistency 
before and after inclusion of NRSs



1. Design-Adjusted
• Extends the naïve approach by 

considering the design of the studies
• Data from NRSs – adjust the mean effect 

sizes and/or the variance
• Shifted and down-weighted based on 

external opinion about their credibility
• Recommend – when resources allow for a 

separate assessment of bias for each 
NRS



1. Design-Adjusted

Standard NMA 
model with 
aggregated data

Bias term 
(value, 
direction)

Weighted 
factor



1. Design-Adjusted
• βj or wj can be fixed value or as random

variable within a Bayesian framework
• In Bayesian approach – prior distribution 

to only βj or wj (if assign βj , no need to do 
any down weight wj )

• wj – assign 0.5 above or close to 1 = well 
conducted NRS with low or moderate risk 
of bias and PICO relevant to research 
question



1. Design-Adjusted
• In the presence of discrepancies between 

RCTs & NRSs if wj – treated as random 
variables, the posterior will be centred 
around smaller values limiting the effect of 
the NRSs

• NRSs hard to predict the direction (and also 
magnitude) of possible biases in treatment 
effect  hard to quantified potential bias 
(different methods use to obtain treatment 
effect)  hard to pinpoint value for βj and wj



1. Design-Adjusted
• Not recommend wj >1
• To provide a range of plausible values for 
βj and wj , needed
– Eliciting expert opinion
– Use information from previously published 

meta-epidemiological studies



2. Prior Information
• NRS are analyzed separately and results 

are then used as prior information for the 
RCT model

• As can seen in the equation, the evidence 
can be weighted down

• Results from NRS inform the basic 
parameters in the RCT model



2. Prior Information
• Potential biases associated with non-

randomized data can be modeled by 
adjusting the prior distribution
– To down weight – can inflate the variance 

parameter
– To adjust for over- & underestimation – can 

shift the mean of the prior information
• Bias adjustment is carried out as a 

sensitivity analysis



2. Use NRSs as prior information

• 3 different ways to construct informative priors
• Expert opinion is needed for each one of them, 

for setting the values needed to adjust NRS
• More intuitive for clinicians, because they 

typically have prior opinions about treatment 
effects based on their experience with patient 
follow-up, monitoring and registries



First method 
(prior information)

• Start by synthesis NRSs 
– to estimate 
– with a corresponding variance
– Construct “Predictive distribution”

• Then, down-weighting of NRSs 

comparison-
specific 
bias parameter

inflation 
factor



Second method 
( prior information )

• Power prior method
• Use “exact likelihood of NRSs” to 

construct the prior
• Then, down-weighting of NRSs by raising 

likelihood to a power (0 ≤ aj ≤ 1)
• study-specific power aj is chosen for the 

likelihood of each study

aj



Third method
( prior information )



Third method
( prior information )



3. Bayesian hierarchical model
• A statistical model that estimates the 

parameters of the posterior distribution 
using the Bayesian method

• An additional level - study design level 
(RCTs, NRSs) can be added

• Allow for systematic bias adjustments and 
weighting by various designs

• There is lack of consensus on what degree 
of bias adjustment to apply to NRSs



RCTs

Three-level 
Bayesian 
hierarchical 
model NRSs



3. Bayesian hierarchical model
• Provides effect estimates within each type, 

as well as direct comparison of study 
design-specific estimates to overall 
estimates – give an estimate of consistency 
between the designs

• Accounts for between design 
heterogeneity, and overall estimates 
become more conservative when study 
type estimates differ much



3. Three-level hierarchical model
• are suitable to synthesize data from studies 

with many different designs (e.g., different 
RCT designs, controlled trials, cohort 
studies, case–control, etc.)

• Three different hierarchical model
• First level – all three models are the same
• Main difference (2nd & 3rd levels) – is the 

way the analysis incorporates the 
consistency assumption 



Model C.1
First Second Third

an NMA per design 
at the 2nd level

an MA per basic 
parameter at the 

3rd level

Each study is 
analyzed separately 
to obtain estimates 

of the relative 
effects of the 

treatments that are 
compared in the 

study



Limitation of Model C.1
• Model C.1 requires an NMA to be performed 

for each study design using a subset of the 
same set of basic parameters

A scenario for which model C.1 could not be used.

• 4 treatments in total (A, B, C and D) and 3 different designs
• cannot find a set of three basic parameters (number of total treatments - 1) 



Model C.2
First Second Third

a MA per design at 
the 2nd level

an overall NMA at 
the 3rd level

Each study is 
analyzed separately 
to obtain estimates 

of the relative 
effects of the 

treatments that are 
compared in the 

study



Limitation of Model C.2
• Model C.2 is problematic when the dataset 

contains multi-arm trials, because different 
parameterizations of the unrelated mean 
effects model can result into different 
estimates



Model C.3
First Second Third

an NMA per design 
at the 2nd level

an overall NMA at 
the 3rd level

Each study is 
analyzed separately 
to obtain estimates 

of the relative 
effects of the 

treatments that are 
compared in the 

study



Estimating the influence of 
NRS in the result from NMA

• Because each direct meta-analysis is the 
weighted average of study-specific results, 
the contribution matrix can be updated to 
show the percentage contribution of each 
study in the pooled NMA estimates

• The study contributions can be grouped to 
present how much evidence the randomized 
and NRSs finally contribute to the NMA 
results.



Contribution plot
• Command in STATA – netweight
• Command in R - netmeta



Comparison of models
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Two examples
• Example 1 - Percutaneous Intervention for 

the treatment of coronary in-stent 
restenosis

• Example 2 - Anti-psychotic drugs in 
schizophrenia



Coronary in-stent restenosis
• 28 RCTs (5914 patients) – 8 interventions
• 6 NRSs (1113 patients) – 5 interventions
• Outcome – dichotomous outcome “target-

lesion revascularization”
A= balloon angioplasty,
B= bare metal stents, 
C= drug-coated balloons, 
D= everolimus-eluting stents, 
E = paclitaxel-eluting stents, 
F = rotablation, 
G= sirolimus-eluting stents, 
H= vascular brachytherapy

Dark grey nodes correspond to treatments compared in RCTs only
Light grey nodes are examined in RCTs and NRSs



Example 1
Coronary in-stent restenosis

• Use design-adjusted approach
• Use “network” command in Stata



Assess agreement

• Direct randomized evidence (from RCTs that compare the corresponding treatments), 
• Indirect randomized evidence (from the network of RCTs after excluding direct evidence)
• Direct non-randomized evidence (from NRSs that compare the corresponding treatments) 
• Indirect non-randomized evidence (from the network of NRSs after excluding direct non-

randomized evidence)



Assess agreement

Considerable discrepancies



Assess agreement

Single NRS – confounding may due to differences in 
population, setting and interventions between RCTs and NRSs



Assess agreement

• Heterogeneity SD - 0.36 for the RCTs network,        0.45 for the naïve analysis
• Loop-specific approach - did not detect any inconsistencies
• Node-splitting approach - no inconsistencies (RCTs), but inconsistency in the DvsA

comparison (NMA of RCTs + NRS)



Assess agreement
• need to further explore these 

disagreements
• scrutinizing the identified studies in order 

to make a judgment on whether or not it is 
appropriate to pool them in a single NMA

• assume that the identified differences are 
due to chance, and we proceed into 
synthesizing the totality of the evidence in 
an NMA.



Design-adjusted analysis
• assume that estimates from each NRS are 

expected to be unbiased (β = 0), with an 
uncertainty reflected on w



Inclusion of NRSs in the network 
corroborated the findings of the NMA based 
on RCTs alone and increased the precision 
in the estimates



Inclusion of NRS evidence pulled the 
summary effect towards the non-effect line 
even for low values of w



Design-adjusted analysis
• However, these changes in the summary 

effect and their confidence intervals were 
not sufficient to change the treatment 
hierarchy estimated using the surface 
under the cumulative ranking line



Contribution Matrix
• NRSs accounted for 16% of the total 

sample size in the network
• In the naïve analysis, the contribution of 

NRSs was 20.3%
• The contribution decreased to 19.0% for 

w= 0.8; 16.5% for w= 0.5 and 10.3% for 
w= 0.2



Final comments
• The inclusion of NRSs confirmed the 

findings of the RCTs-only analysis for 
most comparisons. 

• For some of the comparisons, results were 
shifted, indicating smaller differences in 
the outcome between the interventions 
even when low confidence was placed on 
the non-randomized evidence.



Example 2 - Antipsychotic drugs
• 167 RCTs (36871 patients) - 15 drugs
• Single NRS compares treatments 1, 4, 5, 

6 and 15 of IPD data (SOHO study) –
8873 patients 

Dark grey nodes correspond to treatments compared in RCTs only
Light grey nodes are examined in RCTs and NRSs

• Outcome – Psychiatric 
rating scale



Antipsychotic drugs
• Use prior information approach and three-

level hierarchical (Model C1) approaches
• Use OpenBUGS software



Assess agreement

• Most overlap – except 4 vs 6
• Most discrepancies – indirect RCTs and single NRSs
• Heterogeneity in the RCTs that compare 4v6 should be fully 

explored



Assess agreement

• NMA of the RCTs only vs naïve NMA - treatment effects are 
in agreement between the different sources

• Precision increased when NRSs included in the network



Assess agreement
• Heterogeneity SD - no differences
• 0.08 (95% Cr.I. (0.04, 0.12)) for the RCTs-

only network
• 0.09 (0.05, 0.12) for the naïve RCTs and 

NRS network
• loop-specific and the node-splitting approach -

did not provide any strong evidence of 
inconsistency

• no evidence of important disagreement between 
RCTs and NRS summary effects and that 
synthesis of both sources is warranted



Prior information (approach B)
• First needed to choose the basic parameters 

appropriately
• Single NRS - treatments 1, 4, 5, 6 and 15
• chose treatment 1 as reference treatment
• used the NRS to estimate a multivariate
• predictive distribution for the basic 

parameters 1vs4, 1vs5, 1vs6 and 1vs15, 
• used the heterogeneity estimated from the 

naïve analysis (     0.09)



Prior information (approach B)
• used a common variance inflation factor for 

these basic parameters to explore three
different scenarios

• w ~ Unif (0, 0.3) - low level of confidence in 
the non-randomized evidence

• w ~ Unif (0.3, 0.7) - medium level 
• w ~ Unif (0.7, 1) - high level
• The rest of the basic parameters were drawn 

from non-informative distributions, N(0, 1002)



Prior information (approach B)
• First scenario – 4.7%
• Second scenario – 7%
• Third scenario – 8.5%



Using the three-level 
hierarchical model (model C1)

• ‘high RoB RCTs’ and the ‘NRS’ design
• ‘low RoB’ and ‘moderate RoB’
• used four different values for w ranging 

from 0 (NRS excluded from the analysis) 
up to 1 (no down-weighting of the NRS)



• Comparing to the results of approach B, 
the most notable difference is the 
increased imprecision

• Because model C incorporates an 
additional source of variability in the 
model, i.e. the heterogeneity across 
designs.



• Another interesting finding - NRS had a 
larger impact on results

• For no down-weighting (w= 1), 
• was calculated to be 14% (for the 

third scenario of model B in the previous 
section this was 8.5%).

• This increase of the contribution of NRS 
was because this study was the only 
source of information for one of the four 
available designs in the dataset



• For w = 1, the heterogeneity SD 
• = 0.07 (0.01, 0.12) and
• = 0.06 (0.003, 0.16)
• Design-level heterogeneity was
• = 0.07 (0.02, 0.13), indicating 

relatively small differences across different 
designs



Final comment
• The inclusion of non-randomized evidence 

did not materially impact on the 
conclusions of the analysis

• Precision of the relative treatment effect 
estimates increased only slightly when we 
incorporated non-randomized evidence in 
the analysis, because the contribution of 
the single, although very large, NRS was 
small compared to that of 167 RCTs



Additional Consideration



This image cannot currently be displayed.



RCTs + NRSs
• Discrepancies may yield insight regarding 

– Bias in NRSs
– Effect modification  by specific patient 

characteristics 
– Difference in various treatment effects

• Requires more time, effort and costs
• Consider the expected additional benefits 

given the additional time, effort and costs.



NMA of NRS in large 
distributed data networks

• Traditional MA of NRS include a broad 
array of
– Different study questions
– Study design
– Analytic methods
– Completeness of information



NMA of NRS in large 
distributed data networks

• Distributed data network
– Use common protocols
– Data models
– Improve comparability of analysis perform at 

each site
– Allow more detail assessment and adjustment 

for heterogeneity and inconsistency
– Detail assessment of benefits and harms of 

treatment in subpopulations



Take home messages
• Incorporating both types of data

– Improve precision
– Allow for a wider array of treatments to be 

considered
– Provide real world
– More generalizable evidences on the risks 

and benefits of medical treatments
• Threaten validity

– Inclusion of low quality, inadequate control 
bias NRSs



Take home messages
• Although several methodological 

challenges – offer promises to provide 
more timely, comprehensive and 
generalizable evidence

• The inclusion of real-world evidence from 
NRSs has the potential to corroborate 
findings from RCTs, increase precision 
and enhance the decision-making process



Thank you.
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